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Editor’s Note

What’s New - What’s Hot

Pink . . . The Next New Black

Will Pink Capture You This Spring

Big needle knitting continues to enchant and entice knitters. No
matter the garment or project, big needles hold an allure in today’s
knitting whether for scarf, poncho or sweater knitting.
With the onset of cold Winter weather, we can’t help but think
of the forecast for Spring – when pink, in all its various shades
and hues, is the next, new “in” color. Due to arrive in late
February, the Spring yarns are featuring pink – from the softest
geranium lights to the most intense flamingo hots.
Among the many new yarns in the shop is Segue, a easy knitting ribbon using at least No. 15 needles. Available in a variety of
solid and variegated colors, Segue hails from Trendsetters – a
company known for its sense of high style – and marries fashion
with knitting ease. And, speaking of Spring pinks, a must use is
Segue’s variegated pink –
with the look of marbled
peach and strawberry ice
creams.
Those who are proud of their
craft and passion in knitting
can be charmed with the
Swarovski an d sterling
bracelet handmade by Crafty
Chix, exclusively for The Knit
With. Introduced for the
Christmas season, these bracelets allow knitters to fashionably
announce their passion for knitting – the bracelet beads: Love to
Knit. Available in a range of shades, each bracelet is handmade
using sterling findings and a durable central strand.
Shortly, you can anticipate additional Crafty Chix products in
the shop, from necklace and earring ensembles – using precious
and semi-precious beads – to crafty and funky knitting
accessories.
Also hot is Stitch ’n Bitch Nation, the much heralded sequel of
Debbie Stoeller’s blockbuster best-seller. Please see On The
Bookshelf, at Page Four, for our review of this book which
cheerleads knitting.

Seventh Avenue is promoting pink as the next “new” black,
trying to catch up with hand knitters who have the freedom and
skill to choose color, hue and tint which present the best personal
appeal to garment wearers.
Perhaps the greatest lure of handknitting (after the tactile
pleasure of soothingly streaming fine fibres through the fingers) is
the ability to independently choose one’s own color and texture for
garments made to measure.
Obtaining optimal fit may be the single greatest challenge to
knitters. A pattern’s size does not reveal all – designer’s have
their own notions of fit. A garment knit to size may have an
unappealing fit, only apparent after completion of the knitting.
This issue contains the first in a series of four charts giving general size and fit measurements. This issue’s chart is for babies
from premie x3 to age 2. Master knitters, accustomed to
choosing their gauge by the hand of the knitting (the quality of the
knitted fabric as determined by the feel of the finished stitches)
employ the principles of size and concepts of fit when designing
their own garments or designing for publication.
While no single chart can be complete for all knitters, the series
of charts should prove generally useful, especially when knitting
for others as a surprise gift. Subsequent editions will contain
charts for children’s, women’s and men’s sizes; each will have
general size and fit measurements.
D awn, Bill and Jim

Winter Classes and Workshops Scheduled
The Winter Series of knitting classes and workshops begins January 16. Knitting, in all its skill levels, is at center stage.
Part Two of Introductory Knitting introduces the skills and
techniques in assembling, in knitting, the Introductory vest. Part
Two of Intermediate Knitting treats how cables can twist-up gauge.
New is The Versatile Knitter, the project for which a babdy’s
onesie – a playsuit knit in one piece from bootie to hood.
See the shop’s website ( www.theknitwith.com ) for details to
select the class which is best for you.
.
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Name the Newsletter
Your fellow readers have submitted a number of suggestions for
the Newsletter’s name-to-be.
The full list of all names properly received to date, as well as a
preliminary, and unofficial, polling opportunity for readers to
select their favorite name, is available on the Newsletter page of
the shop’s website ( www.theknitwith.com ). In the next issue,
look for news and rules concerning the official ballot for selecting
the newsletter’s name. And please be sure to cast your in the
forthcoming official ballot!
To: T he Knit W ith
R e: N ame the N ewsletter

D ate:

Submitted by:
T elephone N umber:
E-mail Address:
Proposed N ewsletter N ame:
By submitting this proposal, I acknowledge that I knowingly and voluntarily relinquish any and all
commercial rights to the name submitted; further, I hereby waive all objections to the authenticity of this
document when used for any purpose by The Knit With, its directors, agents and employees and assigns,
and attest that my printed name below constitutes a valid and legally binding signature when received
by The Knit With.
/s/

________________________

Of Euros and Yarns
Much has been reported lately about the decline in the US dollar
relative to the Euro and other major currencies. Since October
2000, the value of the dollar has fallen about 50% against the euro
– the common currency for 12 European countries; the dollar has
declined against the pound and the yen as well.
Beginning about two years ago, this steady decline in the relative value of the dollar has had a marked affect upon the price of
specialty yarns – because so many of the
high quality, natural fibre and novelty
yarns which today’s handknitter demands
are spun in the European Union and
originally priced in euros.
The Knit With merchandises primarily
imported yarns – if, for no other reason,
that there are very few commercial spinners
of high quality, natural fibre, novelty and
designer specialty yarns remaining in the US. This anomaly is all
the more incongruous since some of the largest yarn spinners in
the world are domestic companies.
The Knit With has before experienced
wild currency fluctuations and their resulting impact upon yarn prices. For the
past two years, we’ve taken a number of
steps to keep retail prices reasonably steady;
(the re-introduction of Shetland, featured in
the newsletter’s last issue is an example).
But these actions alone will not totally
insulate knitters from price increases, some of which are projected
to be shocking! But, today’s market for specialty hand knitting
yarns is global in nature and consequently subject to global forces.
If today’s price fluctuation is at all like those in the past, new
opportunities for domestic suppliers of high quality designer,
novelty and natural fibre yarns for handknitting will emerge both
domestically and internationally and in time, hopefully shortly,
prices will stabilize.

Staff Pick: From The Tools of the Trade

Lakewood Birch Needles
The first domestically made needles in twenty years, Lakewood
birch needles are manufactured in the Upper MidWest and feature the Shaker, or traditional, ball head – a feat of precision and
fine woodworking.
Lakewood needles are designed with knitting comfort in mind: birch is both strong
and light to hold. After precision turning to
American sizes, each needle is hand sanded
and oiled. Further, each individual needle is
impressed with its US gauge size and the
Lakewood name.
Lakewoods are made in three lengths: 7,
10 and 14 inches, and in all sizes from No. 3
through No. 50 – the 7 inch length being
especially suitable for fashion scarf knitting
where only relatively few stitches are worked.
An afficionado of the 7 inch length is Zelphia
E., of Mt. Airy, who enthused about this
length having been ideal for the 20 scarves she knit as Christmas
presents. “The 7 inch length fits my hand better and is not
unwieldy; they easily tuck in my purse,” she recently said.
Every Lakewood needle is accompanied by its manufacturer’s
guarantee of free replacement in the event of an error in workmanship or breakage during normal use, although extremely tight
knitters should avoid using the smaller (thinner) sized needles.
Meet Our Staff

Sancho
Sancho debuted as a member of The Knit With staff in September, quickly becoming an integral part of the shop ( and our
lives ). While not yet much of a knitter, Sancho revels in ravels
and especially enjoys yarn strands being drawn between a ball and
the knitted fabric.
Sancho’s story is as simple as stockinette: he came to us after
a series of rescues following committal to the care of the SPCA.
On what was to be his d-day, he was released as a gift to a another
family but first brought to a Broomall veterinarian for shots and a general check-up.
There he came into contact with Lynda.
After rejection by the other family for
allergies, he was returned to the vet because
of the fate awaiting him at the SPCA and
this sad tale became known. Lynda, who
heard Marge used to keep kittens in the shop,
called to remind us of our intent to find a
furry friend and announced that a kitten
would be available within the hour. Within
minutes of meeting the then un-named Sancho, we were attached
to him and he won his place in our hearts and in the shop.
Sancho exhibits a fair dose of the Maine Coon strain; with the
exception of a soot mark between his ears, he is all white with one
eye crystal blue – the other hazel green in the morning and light
brown at night. Luckily, he has very keen hearing.
Gregarious, a true cuddler and very much an adventurer, Sancho
delights in meeting and greeting new and already-won friends. He
may one day learn that yarn is for knitting and not just tangling.

Knitting Notes

SIZE
Age

AND

FIT : GARMENTS

Actual Measurements

BABIES

Finished Measurements

( in inches )

Premie

FOR

Notes

Close Fit

( in inches )
Standard Fit
Loose Fit

Oversize Fit

Chest
Sleeve
Length

10.00
2.25
2.25

10.75
2.25
2.25

11.00
2.25
2.25

14.00
3.00
3.00

16.00
3.25
3.25

Chest
Sleeve
Length

12.00
3.00
3.00

12.75
3.00
3.00

13.00
3.00
3.00

15.00
4.75
4.75

18.00
4.75
4.75

Chest
Sleeve
Length

14.00
4.75
4.75

15.00
4.75
4.75

16.00
4.75
4.75

17.00
5.25
5.25

20.00
5.75
5.75

3 mos

Chest
Sleeve
Length

16.00
6.00
6.00

17.00
6.00
6.00

18.00
6.00
6.00

20.00
6.50
6.50

22.00
7.00
7.50

6 mos

Chest
Sleeve
Length

17.00
7.00
6.50

18.00
7.00
6.50

19.00
7.00
6.50

21.00
7.50
7.50

23.00
8.00
8.00

9 mos

Chest
Sleeve
Length

18.00
7.50
7.50

19.00
7.50
7.50

20.00
7.50
7.50

22.00
8.00
8.00

24.00
8.50
8.50

12 mos

Chest
Sleeve
Length

19.00
8.00
8.00

20.50
8.00
8.00

22.00
8.00
8.00

24.00
9.00
9.00

26.00
9.50
9.50

18 mos

Chest
Sleeve
Length

20.00
8.50
8.50

22.00
8.50
8.50

24.00
8.50
8.50

26.00
10.00
10.00

28.00
10.50
10.50

24 mos

Chest
Sleeve
Length

22.00
9.00
9.00

24.00
9.00
9.00

26.00
9.00
9.00

28.00
11.00
11.00

30.00
12.00
12.00

Premie

Premie
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From The Bookshelf ® :

Newly Released Tradebooks In - Stock
Shadow Knitting by Vivian Hoxbro; published 2004 by Interweave
Press; softbound at $ 21.95. Long awaited, the newest book from
the author of Domino Knitting is here is at last. Shadow knitting
cleverly alternates rows of light and dark yarns in simple stitches
to produce subtle, undulating patterns
which appear (and disappear) from view.
Authored by a Copenhagen native, who
professionally designs for Scandinavian
mills, clear, well-illustrated instructions
to acquaint knitters with this artful
technique which interacts with light,
drape and movement are presented.
Advanced knitters can explore new
realms by incorporating variegated and
hand-dyed yarns into their experiments while shadow knitting.
.

Stitch ’n Bitch Nation by Debbie Stoeller; published 2004 by
Workman Publishing, softbound at $15.95. Screaming “I knit it
my way”, this sequel to The New York Times’ listed runaway bestseller from last year features the designs,
techniques and tips from a hundred or so
knitters across the country (and the
world!) whose inspiration to take to the
needle came from the author’s first book,
or the groups founded in its wake.
Funky designs for lots of accessory
knitting: cat toys and dog sweaters,
purses pulsing personality, hats
(seemingly in the hundreds ), leg, wrist and hand warmers, plus
a couple of ponchos with a sweater or two. The book abounds with
lots of homegrown techniques of the craft, charts, diagrams and
illustrations plus pictures of s’n b’ers across the country proving
that knitting is hip, halcyon and happening – often publicly.
Knitting for Two, 20 Simple Designs for Expectant (And New)
Mommies and Babies by Erika Knight; published 2004 by
Watson-Guptill Publications; softbound at $ 19.95. Not since the
50's has there been such a series of
designs especially written for
expectant mothers! Erika’s latest
book presents garments designed for
mothers-to-be as well as soft and sweet
charmers for the baby-to-come;
perhaps the Lacy Bonnet is the best
among the latter group. The garments
designed for expectant mothers add
style and interest to an otherwise
limiting wardrobe. Ideal for moms who knit.
Candy Blankies, Cuddly Crochet for Babies & Toddlers by
Candi Jensen; published 2004 by Sixth & Spring Books;
softbound at $ 19.95. Collected here are blankets for babies and
toddlers – designs, both whimsical and reminiscent, which the
wee ones will adore using and crocheters will enjoy making. All
designs call for yarns which are baby friendly: cuddly soft and
easily washed, featuring more closely worked stitches to protect
little fingers and toes.

Yummy Yarns, Learn to Knit in 20+ Easy Projects Featuring
Fun Novelty Yarns by Kathleen and Nick Greco; published 2004
by Watson-Guptill Publications; softbound
at $ 19.95. Two Bucks County illustrators
collaborate in what is very much a basic
book for beginners where the focus hardly
strays from the yumminess of the yarns.
Superb for illustrating to non-knitters how
novelty yarns knit.
Written for new
knitters desiring to learn the craft, the
authors survey well today’s novelty yarns;
some techniques discussed have been castoff by knitters years ago. If the boundaries of your knitting have
been set at scarves, this little book will help you explore new
knitting horizons using the novelty yarns you love.
The Crochet Stitch Bible, The Essential Illustrated Reference:
Over 200 Traditional and Contemporary Stitches With Easy to
Follow Charts by Betty Barnden, published
2004, Krause Publications, hard coilbound at
$29.99. A stitch dictionary for crocheters, the
Bible presents more than 200 stitches with
written-row instructions accompanied by
symbolic charts and full-color photographs of
finished stitches for those already accustomed to
reading charted or worked crochet.
Shop Talk

Did You Know: Returns at The Knit With
Recent research shows some knitters may be unfamiliar with
The Knit With’s service of accepting merchandise returns. The
Knit With is pleased to offer a very simple, and very generous,
return service.
The Knit With gladly accepts the return of any regular stock,
non-sale yarn, for any reason and with no quibbling, within 90
days of the date of purchase when the merchandise is in its original
condition of sale and is accompanied by the original receipt of
purchase. Most knitters will know whether they have bought a ball
or skein too much after using the yarn for 90 days – allowing the
knitter the opportunity for a more measured assessment of the total
amount of yarn needed. Whether you bought an extra ball for
security’s sake, or changed the size of the item you planned to knit,
or your tension allowed you to finish your project using less yarn
than the pattern writer specified, feel free to return any unused
yarn when the yarn remains in its original sale packaging for a full
credit of the purchase price you paid.
Yarns must be in their original sale condition and thereby
suitable for re-sale. Yarn balls which have been re-wrapped after
even partial use are not returnable. Similarly, skeins and hanks
which have been wrapped into balls are not returnable.
The original purchase receipt is required for all returns for
book-keeping purposes.
Excluded from this merchandise return service are Instruments, Publications, Special Orders, Sale Items and commissioned
ready-to-wear knitting – all for obvious reasons.
All merchandise returns are accepted for store credit only.
The shop’s return policy is subject to change without notice.

